
Rebut KBoroughs “Update on NE Tribe” – Mar 24, 2020 

This is the letter that Kate Burrows sent out on March 24, 2020 to all NE members who are also ICS 
members.  All of the sections highlighted in red are false and misleading.  The corrected information is 
provided in green italics. 
Lynn Ward 

 
 

Dear Northeast Tribe member, 

I am writing this email as I am sure you are still wondering what is going on with the NE tribe. 

First a little history, in 1992 individual tribes were created by the then board as corporations to be affiliated with 
and sanctioned by, the ICS and this is what it states in the Bylaws and the articles of incorporation of your tribe, 
The NE Tribe. To be a member of the Tribe you first have to be “a member in good standing of the ICS”. The NE 
tribe voted in 1992 to accept these bylaws, this is recorded in paperwork that is held by the NE tribe treasurer and 
this was produced to the court in the recent case brought by the former tribe officers, CJ Stumpf and others, 
against the ICS. 

No bylaws were voted on or accepted by the tribe members.  What was presented to the court came from Av 
Shiloh. 

. Evidence of The NE Tribe again voted to accept an updated version of their bylaws in 1998, this too is recorded 
and minuted this was also provided to the courts. Despite having these documents, Ms Stumpf and others 
continued to tell the courts and the Judge that the NE Tribe has no bylaws and therefore does not need to abide 
by any. The Documented evidence shows this is clearly not true. That case was lost by the protagonists, there 
were then TWO contempt of court hearings held as a direct result of their failure to comply with court rulings, to 
hand the tribe funds back to the ICS and to produce documentation and cease using ICS mailing lists. Both of 
these were separately decided in favour of the ICS. 

 No bylaws were voted on in 1998 and there are no minutes that show that they were.  There were no contempt 
hearings.  The case was dismissed but no decision was made regarding the facts of the case.  The ICS attorney 
provided knowingly false information (provided by Mr. Shiloh) to prejudice the court causing its decision to dismiss 
the case. 

So, to be clear. ICS has NEVER brought any court action forward against anyone as yet. But has simply 
defended itself against the actions of others.  

ICS has won every court hearing it has reluctantly had to defend. 
 The ICS did not “win” the case.  It was dismissed with no decision on the facts. 

The legal, current officers of the NE tribe are, all being members of the ICS in good standing; 

• Tribe Chief and tribe Rep..........Av Shiloh 

• Assistance Tribe Chief ………….Jay Shearer 

• Secretary,.............. William Brooks 

• Treasurer.............. Arthur Rosenberg 

These are the ONLY official officers of the Northeast tribe. These officers will shortly be putting themselves 
forward for re-election alongside any other “ ICS member in good standing”  

As your president. I will ensure that this voting process is both independent and independently verified for the 
good of all.  
 The election run on the ICS website was unsecured.  Anyone could vote and vote as many times as they wished.  
It was not transparent and when asked, no voting information was released such as the names of the voters (not 
who they voted for). 

Let me reaffirm that any other election you either are, or have been asked to participate in, is not and will not be 
an ICS election, or anything to do with the NE Comanche Tribe. The NE tribe is one of the ICS tribes and all 
voting members and officers have to be members of the ICS. 
  Nowhere does it say that you must first be an ICS member to be a NE tribe member.  Not in the Articles of the 
ICS or the NE tribe nor in the ICS bylaws (NE tribe does not have bylaws). 
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 Please forgive the obvious frustration that comes out in this email as although the judge has ruled in Favour of 
ICS in all instances and the case was dismissed with prejudice, Ms Stumpf and others have seen fit continue the 
fight for control of your tribe despite no longer being members of ICS . 
  The case was dismissed but there was no ruling on the FACTS of the case. 

Both myself as President and the board as a whole, try very hard to shield you from this obvious distraction and 
turmoil. But on this occasion, it’s important you know the facts and the position of your tribe and its official officers. 

For those who wish to read the Court transcript and court order. https://comanchediary.com/2020/03/17/ne-tribe/ 

I wish you fair winds and safe flying.  

Kate  

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HZ7AY2MTkVkmNOejTQgQkyT8z4Ppl3An0hUJ3pHKDETIMx35xLIW0kS_gFlrBfBcNQBBlPg4eXhZvM5kERJQA93RJVuuXyvYRWs-xnOewtffA0vT9pbQg6g_rABR8vOCRpbB0AXJMblz_csuiWscPyT8thXDqLUFM0NrkvDDnJCOG7-ZK4U3uA==&c=-nwKmZu4Q2lxQ1cFIZPPTVX3nL8mtVw4ytvXNB0fqRkNi3DG_mvT-w==&ch=S2lRb9j_mBFMqTc6wOpGaPG9ECvJZNz0JapXXlExGKJreGZAHPVpKg==

